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Palm Tree Welcome Song
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We see what's happening here
A landmark left Spenard -it's lookin' changed
You don't even know how you feel
Understandable
We know that people here do think it's strange
But open your eyes let's begin
Yes it's true Denali ---- cleaned the inn
We know it's a lot- the trash the tree,
That the US marshals said was debris
What can we say except You're welcome
The marshals did the walk through you see
Hey, it's okay, it's okay, you're welcome
We saved the tree from bein' debris
Hey, who cleaned the trash up off the street
While you were in a deep sleep – That’s right Denali!
Who worked real hard and tireless through all the snow
You're look at em' yo
Oh, also we paid all the bills, you're welcome
And now we're putting up with their drills
And when we took down the tree
you're welcome

It saved the tree from bein' debris
What can we say except You're welcome,
The marshals did the walk through you see
Hey it's okay, it's okay you're welcome
We saved the tree from being debris
You're welcome, you're welcome
Well come to think of it ...
( RAP )
We can explain the entire phenomenon Bout' how the government – wanted it gone
The washers, the driers, the glassware and TV's Oh,
and then don't you forget there's the tree
We told the Feds, we thought they were nuts
We saved the tree now you got coconuts
What's the lesson, what is the takeaway
thank you Denali cause with us the tree will stay
and the emails, the texts, on our phone
Are the proof that the tree can stay home
Look where we've been We made everything happen
Look at Denali just tippity - tappin'
Tap, tap, tap tap, tap, tap tap Hey

What can we say except you're welcome
Denali Disposal's the name
Anchorage Daily News we thank you,

Before you didn't know our name
What can we say except You're welcome,
The marshals did the walk through you see
Hey it's okay, it's okay you're welcome
We saved the tree from being debris
Hey it's okay to say
You're welcome
You're welcome
and Thank you

